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10 secrets to 

in your social enterprise  

Financial Sustainability  



I'm Kat Luckock, an Impact Strategist for inspiring social entrepreneurs, 
who create amazing environmental or social impact in the world and are 
ready to communicate their story and attract more income! 

Financial sustainability for your social enterprise should be priority number 
one! Because without sustainability you can't deliver the essential changes 
you see are needed in the world. 

Whether you deliver a small community project, sell an ethically sourced 
product to thousands around the globe or are creating ground-breaking, 
systemic change you still need funds to achieve your vision. So from £1k to 
£150k goals, I help you focus on the things in your business that make this a 
possibility.  

These 10 secrets are what I used to attract more income to my social 
enterprise and achieve financial sustainability. And I know they can work for 
you too.  

Attracting money to your social enterprise doesn't have to be mystical, 
tiresome or complicated. Securing financial sustainability is 100% possible 
for you.  

Imagine... 
- achieving your income GOALS every month 
- exceeding your own expectations of what is possible 
- having a consistent flow of CUSTOMERS aligned to your VISION, who are 
eager to buy your products or services 
- no longer stressing about cash-flow and reducing your reliance on grants 
- getting what you need to SCALE your social impact 
- being ENERGISED from your work, and 
- having the success you always dreamed of 

Let's get started...
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1. Start believing it is possible! 

Do you even believe financial sustainability is possible for you / your 
social enterprise? Then this is the place to start. 

I want you to know it is absolutely possible - there are many examples of 
thriving social entrepreneurs, you're probably just not heard of them, yet! 

But NEGATIVE BELIEFS about money and our ability to achieve success 
are two of the most powerful things which can hold us back as an 
entrepreneur.  Recognising these negative beliefs and changing your 
mindset is the first secret to financial sustainability.  

Common beliefs I hear social entrepreneurs say, all the time: 

Change your mindset

Money is bad / the route of all evil
Social Entrepreneurs can't make a profit
I can't charge that much 
I can't pay myself or my staff that much
Rich, successful people aren't very nice - I don't want to be like them
We do this for the passion, I don't need to be paid
It will take 3 years for us to break even or reach financial sustainability
We have to secure funding before we can start thinking about trading 
income
We have to secure funding before we can get started
Funding is the easiest way to generate an income as a social 
entrepreneur
Someone will see the amazing impact we deliver and give us the money
Nobody values what we do

Can you see how damaging these beliefs are? How they could be 
preventing you from realising your true potential and reaching financial 
sustainability? Decide whether you're willing to let go of these beliefs!
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If you want to see financial sustainability you need to start telling yourself 
a different story.  

I did this as a social entrepreneur creating new beliefs about what I 
believed was possible, regardless of whether there was evidence for it yet: 

Review why you believe what you do
Change your beliefs with daily affirmations  
Surround yourself with successful social entrepreneurs who think 
positively about financial sustainability, like you
Find a role model / mentor / coach 
Remove the barriers so you create opportunities for money to flow 
freely to you

You have to believe it's possible to make it possible.  

Money is an enabler to deliver the change I want to see in the world 
Money provides me with security and freedom to live my life on my 
terms
Social Entrepreneurs should make a profit 
I can charge whatever I like  
I should definitely charge at least market rate
I define my own worth and value, and can set my own salary 
Only I limit my beliefs about how much I can earn 
Many rich, successful people are wonderful people delivering 
amazing impact and I'd like to be like them 
I'd like to demonstrate the positives of what rich & successful looks 
like, as a social entrepreneur
I do this with passion, but and can't live of air and I still need an 
income each month
I will make money in month one and grow from there (and I did!)
I will generate income through a trading model (full stop)
I will go out and tell my story so people hear about the amazing 
impact I'm/we're creating in the world
People will value what I/we do when I explain or demonstrate the 
value we provide 

Some tips for changing your mindset about what is possible: 



What are the money stories you tell yourself?

What do you dream of creating?

What are you telling yourself is not possible?



2. Realize your value
& know your numbers

You are worth so much more than you realise and you need to know exactly 
what you need to bring in each month before you can create a business 
strategy to deliver this. 

There are two parts to this.  

The first is knowing exactly what you need to cover ALL your costs in your 
business. What does it cost to deliver everything you want to do? If you've 
never worked it out this is what you need to do first. Yes I mean writing it all 
down in a spreadsheet and calculating it. 

No successful entrepreneur ever ignored the numbers.   

If you're the sole employee and don't know what salary to give yourself, then 
think about what salary you would like to have  - then double it! You're 
probably still undervaluing your worth, so this is always a good place to start. 

Another thing to do is list out everything you personally have to spend a 
month, essentials and desires! Yes its okay to want those non-essentials you 
like to have each month like meals out with your partner; a bottle of wine, or 
two, at the end of the week; the manicure or the new dress you need; even the 
new trainers you want so you can go quicker at Parkrun on a Saturday 
morning! 

Whatever it is make a list and get serious about what income you need each 
month. Then incorporate this in your business figures.  

Once you know what you're costs are its easier to create a business model 
that will service that income you need each month. 



The second thing is your value. It's easy to under-value what you sell or offer 
to people. But if you under-value it they will too.  

So do your research - find out what others charge for similar products or 
services. How do others price their offerings?  

Think about what difference your offer really provides.  What are the cost 
savings, or the long-term impacts, what added value will people experience? 

What are all the costs in your business you need to cover each month ?

How much do you want to be paid?

What is your strategy for bringing in this income?



3. Get intentional

Like with your beliefs you need to set clear intentions about what you 
want to achieve, and what financial sustainability looks like to you.  

Once you've got your numbers, business strategy and value sorted it will 
be easier to set your non-negotiable goals.  

& set non-negotiable goals

What is it you actually want to achieve? 

When do you want to achieve financial sustainability by? 

What do you need to do to make that happen?

Non-negotiable goals are exactly that, non-negotiable! So make them 
public, get accountability and do everything you need to make them 
happen. 

Small, consistent actions each day will get you closer to your goals.  



4. Know your audience

Getting really clear on who your target audience is will save you time and 
money in the long run.  

If you try to reach everyone, you'll end up reaching no-one. So get really 
specific about who you need to speak to and only speak to them.  Target 
all your communications around these target audiences.  

Do everything you can to understand then more. Ask lots of questions! 

It felt scary to niche down my target audience when I was starting my 
social enterprise but it helped me speak to the right people and discover 
which people weren't right for me. 

and speak only to them

Who are your target audience? 

Why have you chosen them? 

What else do you need to find out about them?



5. Focus on what will bring in the money
....and only do that

Until you reach financial sustainability you should focus your time on the 
activities that will bring in the income.  

I know its easy to believe that if you deliver great results and achieve 
amazing impact, someone will come along and just give you the money 
you need, but its doesn't work like that.  

You need to go out and talk about your vision, what you plan to achieve 
and why you do what you do. 



6. Take responsibility

It's all too easy to blame others for not valuing your worth 
or understanding the difference you make. But its actually you're fault 
and you need to take responsibility.  

You need to take responsibility for communicating your value and worth 
and demonstrating the difference you make. If people are understanding 
or seeing that properly then its because you're not communicating in the 
right way.  

So take some responsibility for your part in helping people to understand 
why you exist and the impact you deliver.  

And when people really don't get it, move on! Stop wasting time with 
people who are never going to give you the money.  

...and stop blaming others!

What things have you heard yourself say about others 'not understanding 
or valuing' your organisation? 



What could you change about the way you communicate with them? 

Who do you need to just move on from, because you're wasting time and 
energy with them?



7. Know your 'why'...
and use this to connect with people

Why did you set your social enterprise up in the first place? 

Yes, but why? 

For some reason we often resist telling people why 
we set up our social 
enterprise in the first place. It's often because we think.... people won't want to know they've got other priorities and interests and I 

need to speak to those
it's a bit 'fluffy', intangible...just 'something I had to do' 
I can't really explain it 
they'll think I'm an eco-warrior, feminist, pacifist, crazy or x,y,z!! (who 
care's!)
it's too personal, or
it's based on a feeling



It's exactly these reasons why you should start talking about your why 
.  

It's these reasons people will really connect with you (if they're going to 
connect with you at all - and many won't but that's okay).  

Try this just for a week. Whenever anyone asks you what you do (or what your 
organisation does) start by telling them your why 
.  

It's trickier than you think. So practice with someone first. Don't tell them 
what 
you do or how 
you do it, just tell them your why 
. 

Still don't believe this will work? Watch this video from Simon Sinek on How 
great leaders inspire 
action: https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire 
_action  

What are your takeaways from watching Simon Sinek's video?

https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action


8. Evidence your impact

Evidencing your impact is really important to demonstrate that you 
actually deliver what you say you do.  

But don't get scared by the word evidence, this doesn't have to be length 
research studies. These are all valid forms of evidence as well: 

Survey 
Face-to-face interview 
Phone or group interview 
Focus Group 
Unstructured conversation 
Overhearing conversations 
Observation of ‘natural life’ 
Observation of an experiment 
Record Keeping 
Graffiti Wall 
Participation 
Video   

so you can prove that it works

Drawings 
Post-its & Flip Chart Dot voting  
Text voting  
Online / paper diary  
Getting people to write reports  
Attendance registers  
Outcomes Star (visit Triangle
Consulting) 
Track the distance travelled 
Statements, quotes, testimonials or
stories from the individual  
Photographs 
Case studies 

What do you need to evidence works? 

How could you collect this evidence?



9. Communicate your impact story 

You Impact Story is the story you tell about the impact the you create, but 
it also includes the starting point. What was the problem in the first 
place, how did you solve it and what was the result? You back this up with 
the evidence.  

This story is what you share in all your communications, not just your 
impact report.  

You can share this story in multiple forms in multiple places: 

Website 
Blog 
Podcast 
E-Newsletter / Emails 
Twitter 
Facebook (page & groups) 
Instagram 
Meetings 
Presentations / Pitches 
Conferences / Events 
Trade Shows 

through multiple channels

LinkedIn 
Pinterest 
Youtube 
Snapchat 
Google+ 
Slideshare 
Reddit 
Webinars 
Reports 
Publications 
Articles / Press 

Which of the above 'channels' or platforms is your audience likely to be 
on / at? 



What is your impact story? 

What key messages do you need to communicate? 

How often do you need to communicate these messages? 



10. Plan one month at a time

At times things can get overwhelming. And when we think about what 
we want to achieve in the long-term it can feel very distant and 
unachievable (sometimes even impossible).  

I choose not to look more than 90 days ahead in my social enterprise. It 
means I stay present in the now and what I am able to achieve right now.  

Each month I plan in detail 
- what my non-negotiable income goal is, and why 
- what other goals I want to achieve (creating greater impact, or learning 
something new, or making new connections) and then 
- the steps I need to take to bring in this income and achieve these goals 
  
the way you bring money in has to excite you as well though, so prioritise 
the ways which will bring you joy from bringing in the money.  

Why do I just focus on one month at a time? 

Because you don't know what you're capable of. By staying present in 
your business planning you allow yourself to expand in potential. You give 
yourself space to dream bigger, and be more agile. 

You allow yourself to be more focused because you work on things that 
are just around the corner, and although stretching or within reach. Once 
you achieve them you feel motivated to continue and stretch yourself 
further. 

And how do you make progress? Simply by taking small, consitent actions 
everyday.  

and take action every day!



Think about next month.... 

What is your  non-negotiable income goal? 

Why do you need that money? 

What are you going sell or do to bring that money in? 

What excites you about this approach?
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Use this page to make a note of anything else that you have 
thought about whilst completing this workbook.

You're on your way to financially sustainability but if 
you need a bit more help email me 

at kat@shareimpact.org 

I'd love to help and answer your questions. 


